
Detailed Guidelines for resuming public 
gatherings at Encounter Church   

Instructions to the Congregation 


• We realize it’s unlikely everyone will be happy with all these decisions, but 
everything has been done with love of God and neighbor in mind. 


• Remember this is not the “reopening” of Encounter Church. Encounter Church 
was never “closed.” Although we place a high view on the importance of the 
local church gathering, we believe God’s church does not cease being the 
church when unable to gather. God has done amazing things in and through His 
church over the past few months. Instead of referring to this as a “reopening” of 
Encounter Church, let’s consider this the resuming of public gatherings. 


• Worship will be held in the Sanctuary to allow us to maximize attendance in the 
safest way possible. 


• Do NOT attend if you believe you are high-risk, or you still do not feel safe to do 
so. 


• Do NOT attend if you are sick or have recently been sick. 


• We will NOT have childcare. Children’s church and the nursery will be postponed 
until we can ensure the safety of your children. We will be providing personalized 
activity bags in the lobby for your children. They can pick them up before church 
and drop them off after church. Each bag and its content will be sanitized each 
week. The women’s lounge will be open and have a video feed of the service for 
parents of infants if needed. 


• If you do attend, you are asked to wear a face mask.


• Given the continued uncertainty and sincere health risks caused by Covid-19, 
we understand that many members may still feel unsafe to gather. Please know 
you are free to delay gathering with us for a season. Although we place a high 
priority on the faithful gathering of God’s people (Hebrews 10:25), we realize for 
many of you, it may not be the best thing to meet in person even though it’s 
legal again. Those who are 65+, and those with underlying health issues, you are 
vulnerable to this virus and we want to make sure you’re part of us even if you 
decide to stay home. We will continue to offer each service via livestream and on 
our website. If you are someone who has decided to stay home, please contact 
the office or your community group leader if you need anything.  




Before the Service 


• Our sanctuary will be organized to maximize attendees while also maintaining 
six feet social distancing from household units. 


• No class rooms will not be in use during the service. 


• Have welcome signs placed outside the Sanctuary doors so attendees know 
where to enter. 


• Setup the stage so all musicians can exercise social distancing. The music team 
must not exceed our ability to safely social distance team members. 


• Outside the doors heading into the Sanctuary, setup lines of tape to mark off 
sections six feet apart from each other. We should have enough lines for at least 
5 families to wait in line outside each door while the ushers are seating those 
ahead of them. 


• Connection Café tables with bottles of hand sanitizer will be by every door and 
an offering box should be setup in the back of the sanctuary. 


• All volunteers should be on-site and ready to go no later than 9:00 AM every 
week. This team will gather at 9:30 AM to debrief and pray together before the 
doors open. 


• Note: we plan to continue providing some online alternative to those who are 
unable to resume gathering with us right away. In order to do this we will attempt 
to livestream the service.  

Arrival  

• Main entrance doors to the Sanctuary will be opened by the ushers at 9:45 AM. 
Attendees should not have to open doors. 


• Coffee and water will be served by volunteers who are wearing gloves and 
masks. To ensure the cups and surfaces stay clean the volunteers will NOT allow 
anyone to serve themselves. 


• As people exit their cars and head towards the building, the welcoming team will 
greet people and instruct them to line up in household units to be seated 
together.


• A team of four ushers will be seating household units together. 




• A team of ushers wearing gloves will assist with ensuring seat counts are exact 
for each household unit. We’ll have the Sanctuary pre-set, so if possible, ushers 
will seat families in sections exactly corresponding to the number attending. But 
if chairs need to be moved for any reason these ushers will assist with moving 
chairs so the other ushers can continue seating. 


• FOUR chairs between family units will ensure six feet social distancing. 


• All ushers will wear face masks while they are ushering. 


• Paper sermon outlines will be distributed in the seat backs before service. 


• The order of service will be on planning center. 


The Service 


• The service will begin at 10:00 AM every Sunday. 


• Begin with a welcome from our worship leader. 


• Song 


• Announcements: This should include instructions about (1) remaining in seats 
until dismissal, (2) exercising social distancing and (3) recognize the Live Stream 
audience. Then presume regular/special announcements.


• Song 


• Scripture Reader


• Sermon 


• Prayer


Response 

• Songs


• Communion will be served by volunteers who are wearing gloves and masks. To 
ensure the elements and surfaces stay clean the volunteers will NOT allow 
anyone to serve themselves.




• The prayer walls will NOT be used. We will encourage our church to submit their 
prayer request on our website or church app


• Conclude with a benediction and a reminder to remain in seats until dismissed 
by an usher. 


After the Service  

• Attendees will be instructed to remain in their seats once the service concludes. 


• Our team of four ushers wearing face masks will work to dismiss attendees. Two 
will hold open the doors and thank attendees for coming. Two will work to 
dismiss families one by one, starting in the back of the sanctuary  nearest the 
exit doors. 


• Ushers will stand by the family they’re about to dismiss to prepare them, but not 
release them to stand up and leave until the previous family is already halfway 
towards the exit door. 


• Families are free to socialize outside or in the parking lot after the service, 
providing they exercise strict social distancing. 


• Have a cleaning crew thoroughly sanitize the sanctuary area after the service 
concludes. This should include wiping down doors, café tables, offering box, 
signs, podium, restrooms, and spraying all the seating. The music team will 
ensure all music equipment has been thoroughly sanitized. 


